
. the discourse that's grown up around African-American ~iterature
In h' h h b b wIth creat-. I last rwenty thirty years, w Ie as een very usy
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in a tradition and a canon and giving It tetra ltIon eatur
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ma be we can start asking some deeper questions and looking for
wh:t that construction excludes. It's a commonpla~e of co~temporary
discourse, that every construction is built on certain eXclusI~ns'I~<\nd
it's not that we could ever get to where we included everythlllg ut
we can at least include some of the things that have been ~xclud~d
and be aware of the fact that even as we construct a more lllcl~slve
context or canon, there are things that w.e are n~ ~oubt excl~dlll? at

I moment So there's a certain kind of VIgIlance. I thlllk Itt lat very· . . ..
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from something, but not always sure where It s gOlllg. An JUs

I d P talkiIlg as much about the discourse that attends what
t lat we en u "
we do as we do about what we do because that s the way we ~~t It.
We don't live in an unmediated world, so we have t? ke~p raiSing
these questions of how African-American literature ISbeing talke~
about and what does it include, what does it exclu~e, what d~e.s It
accent, what does it de-emphasize, how does expenmental wntln~ g.et
talked about and innovative writing get talk~d abou:, and what ale ItS

I· And aga'IIl the context in which innovatIon takes place.exc USlOns. ,

(In re:) Sources of the
Black Avant-Garde

At first when I was given this assignment I was a little taken aback,
until I remembered that there are many excellent scholars working on
the history of Black modernism and the Black avant-garde, present
here, such as Lorenzo Thomas, Nathaniel Mackey, and Mark
McMorris, as well as the work of Aldon Nielson, and that my contri-
bution here is to propose the maps I used in finding my way to Black
experimental writing.

So my talk, which is essentially an outline, will be a meditation on
the Black sources of a radical aesthetic-an aesthetics whose goals are
critical, investigative, disruptive; which aims to wear its thinking
process on its sleeve, where method is performative and material. I
also thought what I could do is talk about where I derive my sense of
the avant-garde and how I situate myself in an avant-garde or an
experimental writing practice, and where I found the materials that
spoke most to me, which to the pleasures of innovation I found the
added pleasure of cultural resonance.

I want to talk about some things that were very important to me as a
developing poet. First, it wasn't poetry that gave me a sense of avant-
garde and experimental possibilities. As was discussed earlier today in
the first panel, music, particularly African-Anlerican music, played a
very important, seminal role in defining American music, and also
had a profound influence on other art forms. The development of
African-American music, from folk music to popular and commercial
music to art music, at every stage had a formative impact not only on
American music but on the way Americans viewed their own culture.
The evolution of Black American music changed even how American
artists looked at their own practices and creations, with greatest force
during Bebop's emergence after the Second World War, but with con-
tinuing and mutating consequences into the present era.

I choose the period which concluded World War II and the return of
~lack GIs as a crucial historical moment or shift. I am very interested
In this period because the conclusion of the war resulted in the
realignment of the world-from the collapse of Europe (and its



"civilization") and the end of colonialism to the beginning of the
Cold War-all of which have complex matrices of relation. At the
close ofWWII the mid-century civil rights movement picked up
steam, and that movement's post-war militance led to its ultimate
"success" twO decades later.

~harles Min~u~, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker were among the first
hIpsters. MUSICianswho consciously were working towards a new art
music, performative, audience-responsive, based in the clubs, but also
concerned with pushing the boundaries of a swing gone stale a swing
coincidentally rel~ted ~~ the return of the black GIs. I recentl~ had to
do a talk on Nate s wntlng and I did a lot of reading, I reread every-
thing, but I also went back and read Baraka and some other books
and sources that are important to thinking about Nate's writing, and
what was brought home to me in my reading was how the era of
swin.g music ha~ modifi:d certain aspects of swing and big band
musIc to the P01l1t that It was a kind of black music in white face, it
was more and more detached from its origins as a black music, as an
~rican-An:erican .music. So we have Benny Goodman being the
King of SW1l1g,bell1g called the King of Swing, you know, which is a
triple irony because black GIs can't get work. So bebop becomes a
way to say well, let's move, let's change, let's change this situation, let's
t~ke a step f~rward. and the hipster is born. And the kind of opposi-
tional and kind of lI1-your-face practice becomes associated with an
aesthetic as w~ll, as an aesthetic stance. I'm at the tail end of the baby
boom generation, but for me the possibility of there being a kind of
nonconforming, speculative, fragmented-take material and kind of
re~rrange it and chop it up and reframe it-aesthetics, comes out of
th111kingabout and listening to, being exposed to, bebop music, but
also more directly in my experience of the new music of the sixties
and seventies, of which I was a very big listener and continue to be.
And by that of course I mean everyone from Eric Dolphy, Albert
Ayler; John Coltrane, of course, to Thelonius Monk and so forth. But
there s a new music that finally told me that even though I wasn't
exactly finding it in literature-and I want to return to that question:
w~y wasn't I seeing that in literature-in a way, I had to hear some-
thl11g1 ' ". lappen 111musIC 111terms of rejecting, or at least problematiz-
I11g:the kind of scored, lush orchestrations of the standards and then
taking that and doing something completely different that would
fragme t' . . 'dn It or turn It 111S1e out or play it in a deformed way and
then say that was art: that allowed me to then go back to literature
and find i Af' Am' I'n ncan- encan Iterature avant-garde practice.

There's an interesting timeline composed of parallel lines to be made,
lining up events, political, historical, personal and aesthetic-which I
am working on right now in my writing. I have interviewed my step-
father, who served in the Army corps of Engineers during that period,
and his stories confirm the written accounts of Black GI experience.
Most Black GIs served in segregated units under white commanding
officers. Often they were given the worst duty-dirty work. Frequently
they were not adequately armed, or adequately trained. Yet many, like
my father and my stepfather, served for 4 or 41/2 years, enlisting or
being drafted when they were 19 and returning when they were 23.
Their days at war, as for many who saw combat, was a constant terror.
And when they got home, they expected to be thanked and welcomed
home for their exertions on behalf of their country.

The war had been presented as a war against fascism, and in particular,
to stop the spread of a supremacist, racist state and ideology, in
defense of principles of democracy and equality, the articles of faith.
Well, they returned, and Jim Crow was still firmly in place. They
were told to ride at the back of the busses and trains, in which
captured German soldiers rode in the front. They were denied the
right to vote in the towns in which they were born. They couldn't get
a cup of coffee much less a fair trial in the counties their families had
lived in for more than 100 years.

I believe that the determination to end Jim Crow-and the end to
acquiescence-took hold in the period after the war. And this atti-
tude, a determination to make America live up to its promise of
equality and democracy-even unwillingly, because the call to freedom
was just that strong-affected more than the returning Black soldiers
and their families; its influence was community-wide. The impact on
Black culture was diffuse, but the call to freedom, and to a life out-
side the entrapment of what was deemed their place in American
politics and culture, were connected. A generation of Black artists,
particularly in music, began to dispute the "high" !"low" dichotomy
and associated polarities of American art. In doing so, they created
and extended the territory of Black art, releasing it (for better or
worse, but mostly for the better) from commercial music, and open-

And I g I' h I
b

uess t1ats w at want to talk about today. I want to talk
a Out how . l' d' fSometimes nn lI1gsources 0 the avant-garde is not so
much about h'al ' ., d'h aut on 111tentas It ISa rea 111gstrategy, it's the way
t at you read the text of the past and it's a way of being able to take



the kinds of questioning and the kinds ?f experie~ces you have wit,h
an avant-garde art practice such as musIC, and taking ,that s~me atti-
tude and bringing it to literature. In the course of dOlllg el11Stalk .on
Nate's work, I read an article by George Lewis, w~o is a tromb011lst
and computer musician, computer generated musIC .that. he co~npos~s.

, C t UCSD but I knew George III hiS prevIOus life
He s now a proressor a , ..'
as a musician. George has written an article III which he talks about
the first time he encountered the Association for the Advancement of
Creative Musicians in Chicago. And he's a youngster, he'~ 17 ?,e~rs

Id d 1 ' had a band and he's listened to what he thll1ks ISjaZZ,o , an les • , .'
and he goes to this MCM concert thinking he's gOll1gto a J,azz~on-
cert or a jazz rehearsal, actually, so he goes and he thinks hes gomg
to s~e people sit up and have the music and ~o .forth. And wh~t he
sees blows his mind because this is the l,ate sl~tles and people J.ust
kind of take their instruments and they re dOll1gall sortS of thmgs
with them, extended techniques. There's beginnings: the.re's ends, y,ou
know, there's folk music, it just goes in all sortS of d,lrecnon~ an~ ~IS
mind is blown by this. And he realizes that what he s watchmg I~jaZZ
and more. Something someone said earlier about some of the thl,ngs
that were inherent in that musical practice of that time was that It
was not only about improvisation but i~was ab~ut compos.er-cent.ered
music, that you don't just take the musIC and kind of pla~ It acc~ld-
ing to a score. Of course those scores had, always b~en a little flUl.d.
anyway. But there's a kind of shaping thats happemng of composlt~on,
of things being rearrangeable, that you're going to be con~erned with
kind of formal things that are invented, that gather and disperse, that
take the head and move it around and travel and go through some
kind of transition or passage someplace else. This was v~ry evident to
George, and he describes it very well. He also charactenzes that .that
time of the MCM, and I would echo this, as somehow occuP?,ll1g
the interstices between African-American and European-Ame~IC~n.
forms. This is an African-American practice right here and th,ls ISJ~zz,
this is in the tradition, it's blues derived and so forth and you re gomg
to recognize that, just as such. It's going to h~ve all those markers.
And then the European-American forms, which have such and such
markers, that boundary was bent all the time, if not permeable, and
that was I think an important kind of message for me toO, ,as a devel-
oping writer, which is that I didn't exactly have to choos,e Sides or
limit myself in terms of palate or of content or of ~latenals ~r tech-
nique, that that was in fact something that :-vasgOll1gto be Imposed
but I didn't have to take it that way, now with all of the attendant
struggles. African-American literature w~s pr~sented to me, from t~e
time I was quite young, as having a certam kind of content and fOlmal

moves, that was always about social uplift or proving literacy or
always having some kind of agenda afoot, and I could relate to that
because I was also of the movement and trying to be a part of the
freedom movement because that's always going to be this North star
for me, this idea of human freedom and whatever it takes, and that in
fact becomes then a part of my poetics, is to think about how that
gets articulated, this idea of what it is to be free and for others to
enjoy the same. But if it's read in this kind of reductive way and it's
read within only certain terms and certain scripts, then it's this odd
and ironic and tragic recapitulation of captivity inside the box of a so-
called freedom movement and a poetry that reflects the same.

Reading the past proposes a present sense. I read now and notice that
the elegant movements of a James Baldwin essay are not just a function
of a deeply engaging subject matter but the masterful manipulation of
the tensions of intimate register and public speech to dilate the
thought of a sentence, to give the reader a sense of going in, in, in,
closer to the "voice" of consciousness.

If you read the past with present intention, searching for what can be
used for present innovation, you see how Black writers have always
struggled with bringing to the language an experience that is outside
of the too-easy polarity of high and low art, literary language and
vernacular. The point has been to unlock the tongue and make it
come together, using the words of our neighbors and friends, the bits
of truth that accidentally escape from the words in books not written
about us but always about us-made to come together in one work
of art and composition. And I think the challenge of solving that
issue is what is finally a source of Black avant-garde writing.

Finally, I wanted to name some names of black avant-garde writing.
My personal sources are people as diverse as Ted Jones and Bob
Kaufman and Russell Atkins and Melvin Tolson, who are kind of the
loners. And then I have another group who come out of black arts
movement, Clarence Major, Baraka, Jayne Cortez, Adrienne Kennedy,
An important source of black avant-garde writing, and exemplary for
me, were people like Aime Cesaire and Nicholas Guillien, and others,
Af'ncans too. Oddly enough, I would even cite folklore sources such
as Amos Tutuola, who wrote a surreal series of books which I read
;hen I was 19 and gave me permission to use any kind of material
rom everyday life into writing. He was magical realism before there

Was avant fa lettre.


